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COMMENT

Several subjects came to mind for the first of my 2004 Editorial
comments.  The world’s industrial nations are bracing themselves
for another difficult period of economic growth fueled by the war

in Iraq.  Environmental and climate changes are affecting poorer nations’
ability to sustain themselves. The artificial strength of the Euro,–  has
raised questions with deep cultural, and political implications in the mind
of a public suddenly feeling the long-reaching effect of a Eurozone
peppered with 25 disparate nations by the end of 2004. The  media
creates inane fuss over Janet Jackson bearing her breast on US Network
Television and Diana Ross having the luxury of choosing which jail she
should sojourn after being found incapable of reciting her ABCs when
pulled over DUI. Reverting to a serious note, there is global bellowing
that Great Britain and America should have been more circumspect on
the reasons behind their collective decisions to go to war.

None of the above.

Rather, two seemingly unrelated  moves on either side of the
Atlantic. One making headlines across all the world’s media
platforms, the other – given barely 10 lines – that sums up what

is at the fundamental core of the many problems facing our so called ‘free
society’.

First: The move by Comcast to buy Disney for $61.8bn is a ‘power’
move of megalomaniac proportions that on examining the fine
print benefits primarily only society’s wealthy (unless you noted

the rumblings at Disney several months ago and smartly had the
resources and nerve to buy shares). More importantly, like all mega
takeovers, in spite of rhetoric, the move will eventually plunge thousands
of individuals out of work in an already globally weak workforce. 

Due to the unrelenting movements towards ‘one company’, we
face a global prospect that leaves little or no room for
individuality, for ‘creative community growth’, or

entrepreneurial interrelation and interdependence. It is my belief that we
are at ‘risk’ of losing the foundations of the growth that has fuelled all our
nations to great accomplishments, embracing on its journey basic and
fundamental ‘practical human’ needs and spiritual aspirations.    

The ‘world’ continually appears to move forward, but in effect we
are moving backward. We have lost our way in a global quagmire
of corporate greed and an increasing pre-occupation with our own

self-interests. Instead of building industries, we are dismantling them.
Instead of working towards unity and acceptance of culture and diversity,
we are promoting intolerance on every conceivable level of human
existence in both spiritual and practical sense. As an example, the current
U.S. fervor to amend its Constitution with a law that would only
recognize a marriage as legal if it occurs between a man and a woman.
Could not such a step throw open the door to barring unions between
people of differing races and nationalities, perhaps even age groups?

Second: On the other side of the Atlantic in Sweden, a nation that
decisively rejected the move to the single European currency, a
group of economists and a former central banker are in the process

of structuring the Junilistan Party. 

Lars Wohlin, one of the founders, commented 
that the Party was not against the European
Union, but wanted to limit the EU’s power,

prevent centralization, and ensure that more
decisions would be made at a national level.

“We want a Commonwealth of Europe, not a
United States of Europe," said Wohlin. "We
believe in a common market for goods and
services, but we don’t feel it is necessary to 

have unilateral regulations for the labor
market, social security systems, 

and currency." 

The essence of that statement when 
applied globally is necessary, simple,

straightforward and needed.

Applied to the film industry it is even more important in that, as an
industry, our collective mandate is to provide a visual reflection of
our society, to provide entertainment, to promote social

consciousness and awarenesss, and to produce diverse programming that
appeals to ALL sectors of society. Mega corporations, one ‘party’ ‘States’,
and ‘self-centered thinking’ organizations that grow fat and fiscally greedy
from the sweat and labor of past pioneers to the benefit of present incumbents
afraid of losing their ‘safe’ jobs cannot provide the platform from which
creativity and independence can grow and flourish.

The Comcast hostle bid, is not about the ‘good and global enlightenment
of its 20m subscribers.’ It is about the ability it will give Comcast to
source and control programming more cost effectively. It is about

using sheer fiscal ‘power’ to curb ‘individual creativity’. Such  action by a ‘
media giant’, can only result in ‘fiscal restrictions’ on the filmmaking
community and ultimately a ‘dumbing’ down of all product delivered to a
society that is already reeling from the relentless corporate greed and
consolidation across every discipline of commerce. And such actions have
already been proven to ‘cripple’ entrepreneurial efforts and the right of the
populace to ‘seek’, to choose, and to have a voice in the ‘realization’ and
‘promotion’ of ‘the individual’ within  society. 

We Have Lost Our Way In A Global 
Quagmire Of Corporate Greed And 

An Increasing Pre-Occupation 
With Our Own Self-Interests
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Spring
Launch
For inD
Label In

UK
A new independent home
video/DVD label, inD, has been
established in UK by 3DD
Entertainment and Lorber Media
who have teamed up with Red
Production Company. 
Taking advantage of the new terms
of trade between the UK
broadcasters and independent
producers, inD has signed an
exclusive distribution deal with
Fremantle Home Entertainment, one
of the UK’s home video/DVD
companies, which will be
responsible for all marketing, sales
and distribution activities for the
label. The first releases due in
Spring 2004 will include the
critically acclaimed cinematic
American Film Theatre collection
featuring 14 films by directors
Joseph Losey, Harold Pinter, Arthur
Hiller and Lindsay Anderson, and
starring actors such as Jeff Bridges,
Katherine Hepburn and Paul
Schofield.

Also on the first inD slate of release
are two feature films starring the late
Alan Bates: Butley and In
Celebration. Acting as the label’s
Managing Director, Dominic Saville
CEO, 3DD said, “The partners
involved in this venture come with a
great track record in delivering top
quality programmes to the UK
market.  The launch of inD now will
allow us to capitalise on the new
availability of rights within the
independent production sector.   We
are creating a new exciting home for
the DVD rights owned by UK and
foreign producers.   Our approach
will be to establish ongoing long
term relationships with top
producers in the UK and rest of
world.”
3DD Entertainment was
established in 1994, and is
headquartered in the UK.

Alan Bates in Butley

Demand Soars At 24th AFM Event
As the AFM opens its doors on
the24th Annual American Film
Market event, all exhibition space
has been sold out. A total of 291
film and television companies,
including 88 first timers, are
exhibiting, an increase of 14
percent over last year’s exhibitor
total of 261. In addition to
exhibitors, 15 banks and 21
sponsors and affiliate companies
are housed at the Loews. “We are
delighted with the strong response
to this year’s AFM,” commented
Ms. Prewitt, President and Chief
Executive Officer, AFMA.
“This affirms that the resourceful,
innovative and creative
entrepreneur represented by our
membership has a commanding
position in the worldwide
entertainment industry.” 

Mr. Wolf, Executive Vice
President, AFMA and Managing
Director, AFM added, “AFM
exhibitors are the industry’s true
independents. Every key player
involved in independent film will
be here.” In all, a total of 379
films in 28 languages is slated for
screening, including 246 market
premieres. Titles include
Fortissimo Film Sales Coffee and
Cigarettes with Roberto Benigni
and Iggy Pop; Syndicate Film’s
Employee of the Month with
Matt Dillon and Christina
Applegate; Beta Cinema’s Love
in Thoughts with Daniel Bruehl
and August Diehl; HBO Films
London’s Maria Full of Grace
with Catalina Sandio Moreno and
Yenny Paola Vega; and Lakeshore
International’s documentary

Mayor of the Sunset Strip with
Rodney Bingenheimer, Cher and
David Bowie.  AFM again offers
The AFM Premiere Screenings of
more than 35 independent films to
industry professionals and Santa
Monica residents at no charge.
The 2004 American Film Market
is sponsored by: AFI Fest, Akin
Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP,
Canadian Film Commissions &
Agencies, Cheyenne Studios,
Saturn Software Inc., Fiji
Audiovisual Commission, Film
Offices of the Hawaiian Islands,
North Carolina Film Office,
Screen International, The
Hollywood Reporter, USA Index
Corporation, USA Video
Interactive, and Variety. 

One Perfect Day, helmed by first
time director Paul Currie, is
available from Odyssey
Entertainment. Fully financed by
Australian Producer Lightstream
Films, the screenings at AFM are the
opportunity for international
distributors to see this film. Odyssey
holds worldwide rights (excluding
Australia and New Zealand). One
Perfect Day is scheduled for a Feb
urary Roadshow Films release
throughout Australia. 

Phil Gregory, Producer for
Lightstream Films comments:
“We’ve been so fortunate with the
caliber of people who’ve spotted
the potential of One Perfect Day.
At home, we couldn’t have asked
for a better start than the obvious
time and efforts of Joel and his
team. Now with Odyssey on-board
we see this commitment and
enthusiasm mirrored in the
international market.” Ralph Kamp
and Louise Goodsill said, “From

A Perfect Odyssey Day At AFM
Mad Max to Shine and 
Lantana, Australia has long been
associated with innovative and
exciting film-making.  One
Perfect Day is a film that upholds
these traditions and an
extraordinary debut from
Lightstream. We are thrilled to be
involved.” Odyssey Entertainment
is based in London. Other current
projects include 
The Phantom of the Opera and 
The Libertine.

PRODUCT PROFILE AFM 2004
Casshern, AVAILABLE FROM Shochiku Co., LTD.



THE BUSINESS CHART FINANCIAL UPDATE
Monitor

21 Oct 2003

9 Feb 2004

% Update

1,181,900 

1,166,250

-1.30%

40,005   

39.020

0.08%

45,315

45,200

-0.53% 

S. Korea
Won

Thai
Baht

Indian
Rupee

6,360

5,87700

- 2.85 %

1,328

1,23775

1.50%

7,722

7,1891

1.34%

Danish
Krone

Swiss
Franc

Swedish
Krona

644,975

587,650

4.86% 

11,142 

11.0985

2.47 %

2,865

2,9325

3.31%

Chilean
Peso

Mexican
Peso

Brazilian
Real

Tracking the Euro - $US to Euro Jan (2003) - Jan (2004)

Since 1982, The Business Of Film has tracked the Pound
Sterling, French Franc, German Marc, Italian Lire, Spanish
Peseta, Japanese Yen and Australian Dollar. The chart to the
left shows the value of the dollar against the 3 key currencies
which are not part of the EEC (The Euro). The chart below
shows 9 new currencies we have introduced based on requests
from our subscribers. On-line at www.thebusinessoffilm.com
we will continue to track the European currencies until they
expire. Next issue we will be introducing more currencies based
on what our readership has told us it needs.

1982
1990
2001
2002
2003

25 April 2003

16 Sept 2003

21 Oct 2003

9 Feb 2004

% Update

5,732
5,711
6,919
6,462
6,348

6,283

6,298

5,971    

5,375

- 0.68 %

2,489,000
1,494,000
1,113,200
1,241,600
1,198,700

1,204,250

1,164,445

1,096,500    

1,05,735

- 0.67%

09,920
12,090
18,310
18,075
16,736

16,219

15,100

14,282   

1.2,8808

- 0.12%

Pound
Sterling

Japanese
Yen

Australian
Dollar

TRACKING THE FLUCTUATION OF THE US DOLLAR AGAINST KEY CURRENCIES
Taking a base of $10,000, the figures below show the average rate for each of the currencies against the US dollar
during each of the years listed, the value of the currency on 21 Oct 2003 and the percentage change in rate since The
Business of Film update on 9 February 2004. The graphic chart shows US$ to Euro.
Source: Thomson Financial Datastream
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Over the last decade, the existence of Section
481 has been an integral part of the
development of the Irish film industry. The

Section 481 film industry tax shelter relief incentive
due to expire in December 2004 has been extended
and expanded from 2005 until the end of 2008. For
more than 4,300 people directly employed in the
Irish Film industry, this is good news. For Irish
audiences and consumers of Irish produced audio
visual material, the news is also good as it means
home produced TV dramas and quality Irish Films
will continue being made with the help of this
incentive. Driving the Exchequer’s green lighting of
this extension is the economic tangibility that in
2002 revenue earned by the government through
Section 481 relief exceeded the amount of the relief
given by some E21.2m (Euros). The related benefit
of increased world profile for the purposes of
Tourism generation was also tacitly recognized by
the Minister of Finance blessing of the incentive’s
long term future.
The cap on level of investment under the old
incentive has been lifted from E10.48m to E15m
effect at the start of 2005. The incentive is only
available for production spends at least 75%) in
Ireland with the requirement that work on the
production of the film must be carried out in the
state, though this can be waived in the case of co-
productions. The incentive program requires the
sanction of a certificate from the Minister of the
Department of Arts, Sports and Tourism. 
The Minister issues certificates where it is judged
that a film production will benefit the national
economy and Irish Film Industry. This incentive
program filter as compared to other nations is
somewhat easier to meet and from a common sense
view was designed to advance deals that are win-win
for the local economy. The requirement for spending
the production budget in the State may constrain the
use of this arrangement for films with ‘creative’
needs that cannot live within local boundaries.

How It Can Be Accessed

The incentive is a production focused ‘soft’
money tax shelter contribution style deal. It is
not as some would think a cash payment

subsidy scheme along the line of those available in
Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and elsewhere.
The tax shelter is triggered by local resident taxpayer
investment in an Irish Domiciled Film Production
Company. The incentive amounts to a no ‘real’ risk
film investment whereby investors share tax savings
with the producer to create a de-facto production deal

contribution of approximately 12%. Essentially, the
deal form requires that the investors net after tax cost
of investment be ‘recoupable’ with the addition of a
small return representing their share of tax savings
triggered by the investment. For these deals to come
to fruition investors will require blue chip presales
and/or producer ‘credibility’ that demonstrates the
likely path of return on net investment. 
The real attraction of the scheme for international
film production is that when it is put into a co
production model with the UK sale and lease back
scheme, collectively some 25% of budget can be
covered from these conjoint sources.  Subject to the
necessary compliances, The Irish scheme production
incentive dovetails perfectly with the UK sale and
lease back scheme. The use of such ‘double dip’ co
production magic widens the creative options
available under the scheme. The other attraction of
such an onshore production model that the Irish
scheme offers over other nations is  in ‘specific’
cases, a better tax treatment of non-resident crew and
on screen talent.

New Scheme Criteria

Investment qualification is attained through
investment in a certified Irish Film Production
company.

Individual taxpayers can annually invest up to
E31.75k and may write off 80% of the investment.
At personal tax rates this means that the net cost of
their film investment is 66% of the face value of the
investment. The net cost of investment of an
individual is subsidized 34% by the tax shelter write
off from the government. This is split between the
investors, investment promoter and the producer. 
Corporate taxpayer entities can invest annually up to
E10.16m with a maximum investment of E3.81m in
one film. Investment over this threshold must be in
film productions with budgets in excess of E5.08m.
The incentive at current corporate tax rates reduces
the corporate investor’s net cost of investment to
84%, making ‘corporate tax available monies’ whilst
still on the books is no longer attractive.
Other deal constraints exist in the amount of
investment that a film production company can raise
via the incentive relative to the film budget size.
Briefly these are:

66% for films costing E5.08m or less.
55% for films costing E6.35m or more

For films with a budget of E19.05m plus up to a
maximum investment of E10.48m

Conclusion

The incentive is very attractive, as demonstrated by
the slate of  ‘quality’ projects that have thus far
utilized the scheme to its maximum. However, the
deal form restricts the amount that can be invested
and is not attractive over the thresholds specified,
and demands that ‘sufficient’other deal resources be
firmly in place.

With tax incentives
available in most countries the
existence of Section 481 has
enabled Ireland to compete on
a level playing field and rely
for its competitive advantages
on the location possibilities
within reasonable proximity
of Ardmore Studios.
Productions include the upcoming Ella
Enchanted for Miramax, Jerry Bruckheimer’s
King Arthur, and Laws of Attraction with
Pierce Brosnan. Prior to that Ardmore has
hosted films such as Jim Sheridan’s In
America, which has recently received three
Oscar nominations, Reign of Fire, and The
Count of Monte Cristo. 
This level of production activity has enabled
significant investment in the infrastructure.
Ardmore has virtually doubled its square footage
in the last decade with additional sound stages,
offices, workshops, art departments etc. Camera,
lighting, and post production companies have
grown, and Ireland now boasts a large pool of
experienced personnel.
Had Section 481 been terminated, Ireland
would have been at a cost disadvantage given
the support systems existing elsewhere. This
would have had a damaging impact on the
regular flow of production activity, which in
turn would have inevitably resulted in a
reduction in available infrastructure and
personnel. The extension and enhancement of
Section 481 has confirmed Ireland’s status as a
film friendly country. It has also provided a
basis for the continuation of growth in
production activity which in turn will justify
further capital investment to ensure that Ireland
is in position to meet all production
requirements. The extension of Section 481 to
2008 provides a certainty that will enable
incoming production companies to develop
long term relationships which can only result in
cost effective productions. 

Kevin Moriarty
M.D. Ardmore

Studios

“

”

Section 481 has been an integral part of the development of the Irish film industry over a decade of quality productions shot in Ireland

FEATURE AFM 2004

The Economic Tangibility 
Of Film Incentive Schemes
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Echo Bridge Entertainment, a new
independent film distribution
company, makes its debut at AFM.
Headed by Michael Alexander,
Doug Hamilton, Michael
Rosenblatt and Lucie Salhany, the
company acquired the libraries of
PM and Cinetel, some 224 titles,
which forms the foundation of their
launch as sales agents on the
international market.
PM Entertainment’s library of 130
films includes movies such as
Inferno starring Jean-Claude Van
Damme and Road Ends starring
Dennis Hopper; also included are
the TV series, L.A. Heat and
Hollywood Safari.
The Echo Bridge deal with CineTel
Films, will continue whereby
Cinetel will produce original
movies. The library of 94 films
acquired includes, Entangled with
Pierce Brosnan, The Guardian
starring Mario Van Peebles. Five
new films, all of which will be sold
by Echo Bridge, are also included
in the deal – Crash Landing,
Premonition, Devil Winds,
Snakehead Terror and Gargoyles
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Bangkok Awards Stone Golden Kinnaree

now in post -production to be
delivered over the next 12 months. 
Backed by private equity investors,
Echo Bridge to plans to acquire
worldwide rights to six to eight
theatrical films a year. Commented
Managing Partner Lucie Salhany,
“We have developed a sound
business plan that makes sense in the
current climate of the worldwide
independent marketplace. We
believe Echo Bridge has an
extremely bright future and we look
forward to forming important and
successful alliances with producers
and distributors around the globe.”
“We are constantly on the lookout
for additional films and other filmed
product to add to our library,” said
Managing Partner Michael
Rosenblatt. “We have built a full-
service sales and marketing
organization, offering product for
distribution in all media in all
territories of the world. The recent
acquisitions of the CineTel and PM
libraries have given the company a
solid start on building a substantial
collection of commercially viable
movies.”

LibraryAcquisitions
Launch Echo Bridge

Arcand; The Best Director to Jim
Sheridan for In America
(Ireland); The Best Actress to
Giovanna Mezzogiorno from
Facing Windows (Italy) directed
by Ferzan Ozpetek. The
FIPRESCI Award for Best
ASEAN Film was Last Life in
the Universe (Thailand) directed
by Pen-ek Ratanaruang. Jury
members included Michele
Maheux, Bruce Beresford, and
Rafaella De Laurentiis.
Based on an ancient and revered
Thai mythological figure, the
Golden Kinnaree Award is
designed by renowned Thai artist
Preecha Thaothong. 
Sponsors for the festival included
Thai Airways, the official festival
airline, CNN/Time Warner, and
the Shangri La Hotel, the official
headquarters of the film festival.
The 2004 Bangkok International
Film Festival (Jan. 22-Feb.2) is
endorsed by the Royal Thai
Government and the Tourist
Authority of Thailand

Edison starring Kevin Spacey,
Morgan Freeman, LL Cool J, and
Justin Timberlake highlight a
number of new projects available
for worldwide sales at AFM from
Nu Image Millennium. Fully
financed by Millennium Films,
Edison is produced by Randall
Emmett, George Furla
Emmett/Furla Films and Avi
Lerner’s Millennium Films.
Written and directed by David
Burke, Edison marks Burke’s
directorial feature film debut.

Edison is the story of an 
elite unit of cops caught in a
maelstrom of corruption by 
a young journalist. Under
Emmett/Furla Film’s continuing
and on-going relationship with
Millennium Films, the company
has produced ten pictures 
through their three year-old
production/finance/distribution
arrangement with Millennium
Films. Edison is scheduled to
commence in Vancouver on
March 2004.

Kevin Spacey Morgan Freeman
& JustinTimberlake Head 
Edison For Millennium

Kevin Spacey to star in Edison for Millennium Films

At the 2004 Bangkok
International Film Festival Awards
ceremony held at the Royal Thai
Navy Auditorium and graced 
by presence of Princess 
Ubon Rattana, filmmaker and
Academy Award winner Oliver
Stone received a Golden Kinnaree
for Career Achievement.
Cinematographer Christopher
Doyle received the Crystal Lens
Award for Achievement in
Cinematography. The Best Film
went to The Barbarian Invasions
(Canada) directed by Denys

Oliver Stone at BIFF

Jackie Chan attending the Bangkok International Film Festival Awards 2004
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Anacondas: The Hunt for the Blood Orchid, (working title) is due to be released from Screen Gems-Sony Pictures in the 3rd quarter of 2004. 

One year after the Government of Fiji
established a new tax rebate scheme to
benefit film and television productions

that use the island as a production location, the
first major studio project to take advantage of these
initiatives, Anacondas: The Hunt for the Blood
Orchid, (working title) is due to be released from
Screen Gems-Sony Pictures in the 3rd quarter of
2004. In an interview with The Business of Film,
Mr. Taniela (Dan) Bolea, Chief Executive Officer
of the Fiji Audiovisual Commission, said, “In
hindsight, we have come a long way, although not
far enough because one is never satisfied with
one’s progress. In the last year, we managed to
make ourselves increasingly better known with the
upper echelons of the major Hollywood decision
makers. Those we’ve met are all now aware of the
benefits of using Fiji as a location, however, there
is still a lot to do.” 
Bolea points out that Fiji is a relatively small
country and is still in the process of developing its
filmmaking infrastructure. In spite of this, Fiji
continues to make strides in promoting itself as a
desired location. An Australian-American co-
production Animation Feature is due to start in
March 2004, and a feature is anticipated to start in
May. Dan Bolea continued, “Fiji is not ready to
absorb too many productions, so we are looking
for a sequential flow of projects to enlarge the
home base and up the level of local 
logistical services.” 
In June of 2003, The Fiji Audiovisual Commission
organized a film investment seminar in Fiji
attended by local stakeholders as well as American
and Australian producers and other film
representatives which discussed how Government
could improve its efforts to grow the industry. As a
result, parliament passed two important pieces of
legislation in February. “The 15% tax rebate has
been extended to include TV commercials. We are
probably one of the first countries to offer this”
stated Bolea. “The 35% qualifying production
expenditure deadline that was due to expire in
2004 has been moved to 2007. Moving the

deadline forward enables upcoming productions to
take advantage of the ruling, which allows us time
to further grow the infrastructure to which
qualifying expenditures can be applied. As long as
producers spend over 35% of their budget in
qualifying expenditure they qualify. In 2007, the
percentage will go up to 55%.”  

Since the advent of countries growing their film
industry, and indirectly their tourism potential by
encouraging foreign productions via tax benefits,
Tax Authorities in some jurisdictions have been
known to change the rules after a production has
already committed funds. Bolea commented, “This
was an issue of concern raised at the seminar. So,
part of the amendments passed by parliament is a
binding rulings system which brings transparency
and certainty to investors. The tax department can
therefore be asked to make a ruling for example,
on a production issue at the beginning of a
production rather than finding out at the end when
the tax benefit is being claimed.” 

The Fiji Audio Visual Commission also
announced in 2003 the building of Yaqara
Studio City. The studio is still down the

road, but in the meantime plans are in progress to
build temporary sound studios elsewhere on the
island to further assist growth. Progress is ongoing
on the 2200 hectare site designated for
construction of a Technology Park. The first
business, a high-tech telecommunications
transmission station, is finished and will be
operational within the first quarter of 2004. The
Southern Cross Cable, one of the biggest optical
fiber networks in the world already links Australia
and New Zealand, through Fiji to America. In

conclusion, Dan Bolea said, “Indicative of the
movement and flow, visitor arrivals into Fiji from
all destinations continue to surge. The seven direct
flights to Fiji from Los Angeles on Air Pacific and
Air New Zealand are often at full capacity, and Air
Pacific is planning to increase its frequency in the
near future. We are also actively encouraging
private enterprise. As an example, several of the
heads of department on Anaconda have proceeded
to set up operations in Fiji, in fact one of them now
resides permanently in Fiji. This is good news
because productions coming from abroad will
have the benefit of their knowledge and
experience. Our hope is that foreign productions
can utilize whatever free services the Commission
offers but make use of the resident expertise that
the independent companies joining our growing
infrastructure will offer. Wayne Covell and I, along
with our small team and our directors, are all
pleased with the international response to Fiji’s
efforts. Having visited the set of Anaconda and
other projects that used Fiji in 2003, our
Government Ministers are fully on board to move
these initiatives forward.”

The 15% tax rebate has been 
extended to include TV commercials. 

We are probably one of the first 
countries to offer this

Taniela (Dan) Bolea, Chief Executive Officer
Fiji Audiovisual Commission

FEATURE AFM 2004

Fiji Secures Position In The World  
Of Film Production Incentive Schemes
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The chart shows the grosses, number of screens and screen averages of the top films on release in the UK in the period Jan 11 to Feb 1 2004. By showing the

per screen average over the course of its run, the chart shows, for example, that Cold Mountain was taking more per screen on fewer screens than Peter Pan

or that The Lord Of The Rings: The Return Of The King had a higher screen average after seven weeks of release than The Last Samurai after four. 

Monitor

JANUARY 11 - FEBRUARY 1
Gross figures are in US$

*total number of weeks on release is in parentheses

1. The Lord of the Rings:
The Return of the King 20,290,024 4 (7) 502/483/420/386 13,641/8,873/6,776/5,554

2. The Last Samurai 17,541,579 4 430/431/417/384 11,684/8,563/5,429/4,057 

3. Scary Movie 3 11,765,417 2 418/417 15,294/8,274 

4. Lost in Translation 9,481,707 4 96/187/259/280 15,319/10,035/6,470/5,644

5. Cold Mountain 7,231,588 4 (6) 281/258/322/324 4,918/4,035/3,812/3,333 

6. Peter Pan 5,560,605 4 (6) 436/436/431/415 4,183/3,156/2,398/1,989

7. Love Actually 4,857,393 4 (11) 361/312/271/220 4,188/3,399/2,468/1,947

8. Paycheck 4,134,348 3 341/332/274 4,899/2,934/1,734

9. Big Fish 3,330,863 1 361 8,295 

10. Girl with a Pearl Earring 2,948,523 3 106/107/139 6,536/6,220/4,273

WEEKS IN SCREENS OVER PER SCREEN
FILM TOTAL GROSS SURVEY* MONTH ON RELEASE AVERAGE OVER MONTH

J A N  2 0 0 4J A N  2 0 0 4

LONDON BOX OFFICE ANALYSIS

A Girl with a Pearl Earring
on release in the UK
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The Hollywood Deal Circa 2004
Through The Prism 

Of Perception Filters

PREQUEL

Dialogue from BOWFINGER

Bobbie 

“ Great Script, Great Script” 

Then Bobbie talks to his dog.

“Betsy, it is now or never we are 
about to make a movie”

In our MIFED musings, more than ever
before, the creative imperatives are being
shaped by the ever-changing financial

implications and vice versa. The watermark can
now be seen in the fall out of the PIXAR and
DISNEY partnership. Clearly the creative
imperative of PIXAR shaped by the financial
insights of Steven Jobs demanded a larger slice
of the cake and also a better position in the flow
of the money waterfall. Disney has played its
hand, and who will win is yet to be seen. ‘Don’t
mess with the mouse’ is a long held Hollywood
truism that is about to be tested once again. 

Prophetically from our earlier writings,
Disney has become emblematic of much
of what we predicated in the last two

years. While not taking back PIXAR, whose
creative production skills are now legend, as a
partner, Disney was careful to insure itself
against its all too successful past. Disney cru-
cially controls the remake rights to key former
Pixar/Disney products such as Toy Story etc. 
Contrast this to Disney’s dedication in signing
Jerry Bruckheimer who is a real hedge against
any player’s creative future. The decisive  move
and  stroke of a master deal player. 

This article is the sequel to our 2002 AFM article “Split Rights Financing in A Risk Averse World” reviewing all the intrinsic changes
to the film business’ key financial equation that have occurred over the last two years. Critically, we provide more insights and further
define the concept of risk aversion strategy both in theory and practice.   Further, we pay tribute to the flair of those deal makers whose
entrepreneurial skills never take no for an answer within a BOWFINGER spirit that keeps the international film business alive.

INSIDE EVERY HOLLYWOOD DEAL IN 2004 AND BEYOND COMES A NEW 
MENTALITY. ONE THAT IS SHAPED BY THE COMPLEX DEAL FRAGMENTS THAT MUST BE

WOVEN TO CREATE A DEAL, LET ALONE CREATE THE OPTIMAL ONE. THE SPIRIT OF

ENTREPRENEURIAL ZEAL DRIVEN VISION TO MAKE SUCH DEAL FRAGMENTS
COME TOGETHER IN A GLOBAL MARKET PLACE IS CONSIDERABLE. THE DEAL COMPO-

NENTS ARE NUMEROUS, AND THE RELATED SCOPE AND DIMENSIONS ARE THE SUBJECT OF

RAPID CHANGE. THE BOWFINGER-LIKE ‘NEVER TAKE NO FOR AN ANSWER’ MIND PLAY

OF THOSE WHO CAN MAKE IT HAPPEN IS WORTHY OF MUCH RESPECT. THOSE WHO CAN

SEE RISK AS IT IS, THROUGH THE PRISM OF THEIR OWN PERCEPTION FILTERS, HAVE THE

CHANCE TO ADDRESS REAL RISK HEAD ON. THE NATURE OF SUCH RISK IN OUR EXAM-

PLES AS ETCHED OUT BY THE PERCEPTION TOOLS DISCUSSED WAS DESIGNED TO

POINT OUT THE REALITY OF THE RISKS DRIVING THE FILM BUSINESS. 
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Disney’s recent deal choices exemplify the
new tricks that are shaping an old game.
In the past, Disney was one of the first to

use pure form off balance sheet equity financing
in its Silver Screen Partners Limited Partnership
offerings where the non- tax sheltered equity
investment of co-investors in a wide slate of
cherry-picked product amounted effectively to an
interest free loan to the studio. Today at the cen-
tre of Disney and other major players financial
sophistry lies key industry deal making financial
equations that are now shaped by new financial
twists of soft money, hard equity, and import of
rapid technological change.
In the PIXAR partnership Disney had a whip
hand in the distribution fee and marketing cost
recoupment position it possessed, plus more
than a mouse’s share of production profitability.
PIXAR, despite enormous financial success and
considerable contribution to DISNEY bottom
line profit contribution, wanted what it saw as a
fairer distribution of the financial cake it had
helped to create. In fact, it was very similar to
the Village Road Show/Warner Joint Venture
production financing deal that spawned the
Matrix serialization among many other films.
The key financial equation at the core was a
deal template similar to the PIXAR situation – a
template critical to the participant financial out-
come. Not surprisingly, the Warner’s deal has
also recently been the source of angst to its
underlying institutional shareholders.
The Disney no-play hand may seem short sight-
ed, but to those who understand the implacable
nature of film business economics it was – and
is – a very credible game play. The core was not

just the financial risk implications of the deal
with PIXAR, but also the wider implication of
‘a new softer deal’ and its impact on the compa-
ny’s overall risk management strategy. In
essence, the all-embracing universe of financial
implication at stake cannot be viewed without
privity to the whole gamut of the financial equa-
tions. The reality of today’s marketplace is that
“risk aversion rules” in 2004 whether one sub-
scribes to the BOWFINGER or Disney type stu-
dio approach. ‘Fickle’ money may still be found
but it is harder to come by. ‘Smart’ money now
requires ever smarter financial packaging if it is
sit collectively and remain at the ‘film business
boardroom’ table. 

DEFINING 
THE NEW OPERATIVE 

RULES IN PLAY

The “Creative Imperatives Rule” deter-
mines that if product is not creatively
sound no amount of ‘risk aversion’ will

save the business outcome that should have
occurred. One can never replace the opportuni-
ty cost of resources that would have yielded a
positive outcome if the ‘Creative Imperatives’
Rule had been present at the get go. It is clear
that the power in the business is now evenly
split between those who can play the ‘new inter-
national film business money game’ and those
who can provide the ‘Creative Imperative’. 

Today the ‘knowing’ temper the balance of the
two aspects at stake. Creative mastery without
financial insight is as detrimental as the obverse
found in financial genius without creative
appreciation in production application. 
The nature of ‘soft money’ thrown into, and also
a ‘key seducer’of and by, the industry has com-
pletely altered the financial equations that
indemnify ‘risk aversion’. Past industry finan-
cial models and related thinking need to be
adjusted entirely for the impact of ‘soft money’
in both its reality and theoretical import.
Equally, the flow and reliance of hard equity
newly touted as a necessary replacement to the
dying intra industry financing “pre-sale com-
mitments” must be re-evaluated. 
The past industry paradigms clung to by those
in power are constantly being re-visited in mod-
ern deal making inter-play.
Those with creative credentials, as seen in
Bruckhiemer’s fate compared to PIXAR’S, will
continue to carve out prized arrangements that
fly in the face of the industry norms. 

But our analysis has determined that risk aver-
sion modern style is the key component in 2004.
The impact of new technology will continue
undeterred to provide much potential in the deal
making mutations. The impact of DVD sell-
through sales on DVD rental streams and the
question of the suitability of DVD in a practical
sense – as a viable rental industry medium – is
now one of the key ‘buzz’ issues. 
Globally, the industry is coming to grips with
the impact of new delivery systems in digital
interactive cable-internet streaming capability
and third screen down load technology. How to
control and to position the respective release
windows across various licensing rights that till
now seemed set in stone are yet to have a deter-
mined outcome. 
As examples the new Sony TV/COMPUTER
screen that creates the first single unit hybrid
marriage of a television with a computer,
together with the rate of household penetration,
signals long-term significance. Advances in
Mobile phone video/internet capability over the
last two years creates new third screen revenue
potential that has yet to be fully tapped.
As the watershed of industry licensing revenue
possibilities changes in a climate of fundamen-
tal technological and global economic change,
core thinking behind the risk management
applications of the business must now adapt. 
While what follows may seem simplistic to the
‘unseasoned,’ the underlying import is very far
from being simplistic. The greatest film minds
and power players, dependent on their appreci-
ation and application of evaluations spawned
from new risk perception filters, will either pad-
dle, swim or sink.
In our initial article on this subject of ‘risk aver-
sion’ we introduced the concept of ‘risk averse’
strategy approaches to the film game. Here we
clinically define and illustrate the modern day
application and import of such notions. A per-
sistent misconception that exists in the film
business is that ‘everyone knows and it’s all
quite easy.’ This is simply not so.  To a ‘few’ in
the industry, some of what follows will seem
trite, even somewhat obvious.  However, it’s a
given that often what is most in front of us is
that which we fail to see. The deals referred to
in this article rose or fell on the fundamentals,
not on arcane or remote ideas. 
Over the last few years, millions of ‘film dol-
lars’ could have been made but were ultimate-
ly lost on the basic deal structures – not on
applications of hidden trickery, but on deal
structures not properly ‘applied’. We suggest
that if the correct ‘risk averse strategy’ were
applied it could and would have made a differ-
ence in the final financial outcome of many
projects. The ‘risk averse strategy’ analogy and
description that follows was designed with the
intent to put into focus those key approaches
that we believe will shape the film game in
2004 and beyond. 

millions of ‘film dollars’ could 
have been made but were ultimately 

lost on the basic deal structures

Gangs of New York



THE BOWFINGER 
MENTALITY

Dialogue from BOWFINGER

Bobbie:
“Now you are looking at enough to get us

started: $2,184.”

Cameraman:
“But movies cost millions of dollars to make”

Bobbie:
“That’s after gross, net deduction, profit per-
centage, deferment, ten percent of the nut –

cash.  Every movie costs $2,184.”

In BOWFINGER the movie, we were intro-
duced to the string and bubble gum world of
the poor under-resourced independent pro-

ducer who sought to find a way into the
Hollywood game. All the doors in town were
locked until our intrepid hero found a way to
massage their reality toward his ultimate end.
The character of the film is emblematic to all of
us who start in this business. Almost all have
been and/or known BOWFINGER, whether
we admit it or not. If we are smart, we will never
stop being him.
In the current game, whether you are
BOWFINGER or not, his spirit is what’s
needed to be adept at the financial implications
and creative choices now available. This arti-
cle necessarily focuses on the exposition of
financial techniques needed to assess modern
day film deals. 

In the film universe there lie a myriad of uncer-
tainties.  Nevertheless, the business runs on a
number of key and basic financial equations.

Contrary to what many think, these models are
not about how much something costs. Of more
import is who is entitled to it and just as impor-
tantly when that entitlement begins. As per our
PIXAR/DISNEY discourse, such ‘fundamentals’
can destroy the most successful relationships.
Today’s financial equation is a highly evolved
and sophisticated creature.
What does a movie cost? In BOWFINGER,
Steve Martin revealed that “all movies cost
$2,184”, this being exactly the amount he hap-
pened to have at hand. Behind the humour lies a
grain of truth: often movie costs tend to match
that which the producer thinks he can afford to
spend or go into hock for - exactly. Such think-
ing lies at the heart of the misconception of
what ‘risk aversion’ strategy is all about.
Cost in the film business is captive to the contrac-
tual deal making peculiar to every film deal. What
is, or is not, a cost in terms of deal assessment
under the concept of ‘risk aversion’ is defined
within the prism of the contractual universe in
which we live. 

In a deal with a major player who is a ‘studio
overhead’ cost may be considerable and will
have to be accounted for. While in a small inde-
pendent film deal it may be insignificant and
assigned an arbitrary number, either way it is
the deal form offers the maxim..
In this malleable universe, many cost profiles
can exist. Any of budget  configurations and
potential revenue mixes each, applicable but
only to those one-off situations.  
Most adept players adopt a position of stating at
the ‘get go’ that they spin five or more sets of
numbers for the same deal dependent on the
ultimate use. So numeric cost or revenue while
useful is not necessarily determinative, as it is
the cost or revenue to the ‘end user in question
that is the issue.

At a deeper level of the concept, and of more
fundamental implication, is a true appreciation
of underlying cost and real revenue potentials
available. ‘Cost’ means a complete and total
inclusion of all costs of production, marketing
and distribution. ‘Revenue potential’ means
total potential earning of all licensing streams –
even those where the producer is not the ulti-
mate end recipient of gross revenue. The
BOWFINGER quote in context applies only to
the cost of making the film, period. By that is
meant the pure cost of producing the movie
prior to marketing it and distributing it. This, as
we all know and even BOWFINGER reflected,
is not, however, the ‘true cost’ of any filmed
entertainment product. The ‘true cost’ is that
which a film must recover upon release from all
revenue sources, including production, market-
ing, distribution, and end user costs, whether
paid directly or not. As a simple example, a
distribution fee of 30% compared to 40% is a
cost – albeit admittedly a variable one, but
nonetheless, depending on where one stands
in the pecking order of the film money, of a
significant risk change on the deal.
The ‘ever-revolving trap’ exists in seeing the
implications as they ‘stack’ and in comprehend-
ing the cost choices and revenue potentials the
deal on the table portends.
Many fail to see films in terms of their entire
economic context and assessment in relation to
the total cost and total revenue potential under
the deal paradigm in issue.
Whether you are a major player or not such
potentials are the critical first steps to cutting
any deal. 
The surface glibness behind many business
number presentations can be dazzling. We are
all guilty of having blind love affairs with our
own numbers. Yet it is not the raw numbers that
are important as they are ‘used’ in ‘fixed
known’ outcomes, which are often the product

of unproven conjecture and subject to ‘risk
assessment strategy’ and ‘risk aversion’ tech-
nique. It is what the numbers mean in terms of
‘risk aversion strategy’ that is ultimately critical.
The perception of ‘real structural nature’ from
‘quick study form’ is where the ‘smart execu-
tives’ earn their film business dues.
In a way, we are all BOWFINGER INTER-
NATIONAL PICTURES. We all have just
$2,184 to make any movie, since what they cost
tends to be a product of what we have available
to us in terms of our own filters about the deal
choices available to us. What is critical to under-
stand is what movies cost to make compared to
what they cost to ‘own our part of the deal frag-
ment’ on the table. How the deal relates to the
real cost shapes what we can earn, and more
importantly, who is entitled to money before,
with, and after us in the financial flow. Even if we
make financially viable films this does not imply
we get what we deserve, nor should it. That strat-
egy requires a ‘master’ of financial techniques
plus the wit to exercise them….because that is
what drives the global business. 
The new winners in the film game remove the
veil of denial that exists over the illusion of as
yet unknown business expectations. While
they may not know the actual outcomes in
advance, they will have the smarts to grasp the
probable ones. The savvy see though the ‘out-
ward deal appearance’ and sense the ‘intrinsic
flaws’ in underlying risk management 
implications. Such insight is the epicentre of
risk management deal structuring technique
and practice.

A MODERN DAY
ANALOG OF FILM 

BUSINESS ECONOMICS

The following ideas and terminology are
provided in an attempt to restate the
classic industry business operative

financial equations with the knowledge that
there has not yet been an acknowledged restate-
ment of film business financial equations about
how the business operates in this new century.
Film business how-to books, articles and indus-
try reportage, while providing much useful
commentary on what is happening, have not yet
provided succinct or useful restatements of the
operative film business financial techniques
currently in play. In such a context, surface
observations are often merely a veneer behind
which the real subtext of deal appreciation
hides. Without such constructs, no meaningful
business analysis can take place and there can-
not be any true insight into the real deal
mechanics at play. While what follows may
seem to be commonly known, only those who
play at the highest levels of the film game
exhibit actual ‘skills’ for the precepts involved. 
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‘master’ of financial techniques 
plus the wit to exercise them



RISK AVERSION 
STRATEGY

REVISTED THE ALONG 
CAME POLLY FACTOR

The myopic obsessive focus of Adam
Sandler’s risk management guru charac-
ter in  Along Came Polly  best personifies

the degree of care that must be taken in shaping
the modern film deal. Scrutiny of the risks and
relationships must be obsessive as defects in
structural form often prove terminal. Only after
such focus is appropriately dispensed can the wise
know that they have done all that is possible.  

THE WEIGHTED 
AVERAGE COST
OF CORPORATE 
OPPORTUNISM: 
WACCO FOR SHORT

WACCO thinking was defined in our
initial article on the subject of “risk
aversion strategy” as an extended

notion of the traditional approaches to financial
thinking concerning the average weighted cost
of capital that every business enterprise utilizes.
In classical terms, it relates to the average cost
of debt and equity capital employed by an enter-
prise. In our parlance, it refers to the cost of cor-
porate opportunistic behaviour inherent in every
film deal with regard to optimal use of financial
and creative resources.
BOWFINGER SIMPLICITY refers to those
who have the ability to seize situations and milk
every last drop of potential from them. 

Implicit in such a posture is the realisation that
whether it is financial capital or creative capital
that is in issue, it is the mix of such resources in
each deal and over the slate of deal opportuni-
ties that is critical. The nature of corporate
opportunism flows from the deals you didn’t do
as much as it does from deals you actually do
complete – the range of deal choices – how you
performed or how much better you could have
performed. The tools for such analysis while
mathematical in execution are conceptual in
relation to their interrelated nature and impact.
What is cost? What is capital? In the modern
day Hollywood deal such ideas are not as one
would think straight forward vanilla choices.
Budgeted costs, however accurate to the last
cent, do not give a real indication of true cost
relative to real capital resources employed in a
deal or, more perversely, potentially employ-
able. To do the real deal math requires precise
insight into the deal making options available
and the enterprises that are participating in the
processes at hand. 

Today there so are many deal choices avail-
able, all of which on direct comparison
can spew out very different WACCO con-

clusions. Deal model assessment, comparison
between deals, and inside differing deal model
choices must accurately reflect what often are
unseen costs and unknown capital inputs.
The WACCO formula should be used by all
whether the deal maker is a studio or single pro-
ducer with a number of film deals. In relation to
any one film, there are two deal options: 

If it is good we want to own it all at the least
cost and risk to us. If it is bad to average we
want to own as much of it as we can at the least
cost and at zero or minimal risk to us.The
assumption is that most filmed entertainment
product will fall into the second category and
WACCO thinking will reward those who can
create product at little cost, no risk, and with a
real prospect of return on even the most meagre
outcome. Axiomatically, there is no point
under such a model in owning – even at small
cost and little risk – a position in a film where
the deal is stacked in such a way that there is
little to no prospect of a return. The real cost of
such deals lies in revenue that would have been
earned for the effort in similar but better struc-
tured deals – the Disney approach in 2004. 

For many independents without the sol-
ace of distribution clout this thinking
leads in practice to paradigms where

the deal makers constantly crave production
money from outside sources. Why? Simply to
ensure the guaranteed earn of a producer fee,
but at the expense of any other real earning
power potential. This is the minimalist sur-
vival strategy from producers who churn out
low margin product to survive while hoping a
MONSTER payday lurks around the corner in
the event a breakthrough film comes along.
This, while it ensures them a place in the
business, does not account for what they
could have earned from a slate of better-struc-
tured deals. Those who control the game have
by dint of their market dominance created the
perfect poverty trap, one that sees many pro-
ducers stuck on the treadmill of paying for
their success in every distribution fee taken
out by those at the top of the financial chain.
Economic perversity runs rampant as those on
the top tier get stronger while those at the bot-
tom level struggle just to stay alive, needing –
like BOWFINGER – to constantly juggle the
film business jigsaw puzzle and find new
burn money for every deal.
Today those with creative impetus and finan-
cial savvy need to, and can, reorder the busi-
ness model in play to outwit this all too pre-
dictable cycle. While one cannot change
overnight the financial chain of impact on the
deal making choices available, one can change
the part of a deal one has and the impact the
overall deal economic profile has on that sole
deal fragment. This is ‘risk aversion strategy’
played at its optimum. The real WACCO
thinker sees all deal costs and deal capital
options, then under a risk averse approach cre-
ates a deal template that elicits an optimal
result from that financial matrix. 
The financial and creative discipline required
in the climate of 2004 is considerable. As we
alluded to in our MIFED article, this can mean
not doing a deal even if one can get it done if
the end result is less than an optimal.
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deal math requires precise
insight  into the deal making options

Moulin Rouge shot in Australia



RISK PROFILING
AS IT RELATES TO THE  

ACCURATE ASSESSMENT
OF FILM COST

In our initial article we described the process
of risk profiling as the accurate assessment of
projected film costs against projected film

revenues in terms of likely outcomes. Such
notions while easily stated are in practice far
more difficult to assess. This is where the insight-
ful claw deal advantages away from and over the
less risk aware. Risk is an elusive creature and in
deal structuring requires that the eye be kept on
the overall ‘deal risk’ as against individual ‘deal
element’ and/or ‘individual deal’ participant risk. 
The complexity of the film business is that con-
cepts are not identical. It is possible for some
participants or elements to be totally risk free or
substantially risk mitigated while in the same
deal others can face freefall risk positions of
unknown dimensions. In deal risk assessment
then the focus on overall deal risk is critical,
together with consideration of elemental and par-
ticipant risk conjointly shaped to create optimal
deal solutions for the producers and/or partici-
pants in issue. The math of ‘true risk assessment’
requires all deals to be put back to a ‘common
form of assessment’ and then split up into various
risk profiles. Only then can ‘differing models’
and ‘differing risk positions’ of varying elements
be appreciated and informed decisions be made. 
Financial demise in the business more often
than not comes not just from poor film revenue
performance but from poor deal making that
creates exposure to that lack of performance.
Statistically success and survival are not solely
determined by ‘making good films’ rather they
are equally as much about ‘making good deals’
and ‘containing bad deals.’

In the DISNEY/PIXAR deal, why would
Disney accept a position that was less than
the one they already had? When ‘risking

aversely’ they are better off in a ‘better deal’ on
an arguably ‘worse performing’ film slate than
they are on a ‘lower deal’ on ‘an excellent one.’
Indeed, the former will have a ‘lower statistical
risk profile’ than the later. PIXAR now must
find from a narrow group of equally predatory
risk mitigators who see deal risk aversion to cut
their potential slate differently to DISNEY. This
by dint of the DISNEY reasoning may be less
than likely. More likely perhaps will be the illu-
sion of a deal that appears different but which in
substance stays inside the ‘industry square as it
applies to the majors’.
Solid ‘risk assessment’ requires an apprecia-
tion of the implication of residual risk. This
means that those who dishonour the substance
of their agreed commitments can thwart even
skillful negotiated risk containment and deal-
winning strategy. 

MODERN DAY FILM 
BUSINESS FINANCIAL

EQUATIONS.
THE FILM BUSINESS 

OF TODAY IS NOW
HIGHLY SOPHISTICATED, 

MULTI-LAYERED AND 
CAPABLE OF MULTI-CHOICE

IN ECONOMIC FORM AND 
CREATIVE IMPERATIVE.

The modern take on the film business’s
operative financial equations is that an
extended model must account for more

than just the raw numerical cost of production
plus the cost of interest and costs of marketing
and distribution. Deal participant cost to revenue
ratios as well as cost of capital implications and
how these collectively affect the game must now
be accountable.

The film business has expanded and with it the
waterfall of revenue streams from which dollars
flow. Each licensing stream has a financial
model peculiar to it, and every film is now
affected by the cumulative spread of such rev-
enue models. New streams such as internet pay-
for-play and third screen technology are poised
to come into being adding new financial models
in addition to those already in existence. 
Early in this new century films are being
rewarded for being made in a certain places
with certain people and/or about defined subject
matters. The rewards offered by many jurisdic-
tions for status and activity compliance come in
the form of tax rebates and/or tax subsidies, or
in common industry-speak ‘soft money.’ Such
payments and their impact on the calculus of the
film business equations are substantial and crit-
ical to the decision-making processes. These
new deals now require changes in film mathe-
matical analysis and business financial equation
modelling techniques. 
In addition to new revenue steams and soft
money is the flood of new equity investment
dollars driven by the mitigation of tax shelter
benefits. 
Tax shelter benefit risk mitigation, or the lack of
it, has also fundamentally changed the nature of
the film business financial equation in the con-
text of the overall deal climate. 
Who is entitled to what, when, and for how
much are now enticing questions that the

‘thinkers concocting the film deal’ must grapple
with on a daily basis. The need is to account for
a new cost of revenue/capital ratio peculiar to
the end-user deal participant’s targets and to the
deal fragments in issue.

The economic reality in a global market
place with many potential revenue
stream variables and multiple risk miti-

gation avenues is that all deals need to be accu-
rately seen through a common prism. The same
global financial template must be able to
accommodate all the deal variables so that real-
istic choices can be made between differing
films and inside each ‘film universe’ between
different deal options. 
The deal math contained in the film business’s
classical equation focuses only on the attain-
ment of sufficient net releasing revenue after
recapture of marketing cost with payment of
ongoing distribution fees to recover raw bud-
geted production cost, inclusive deferments,
and/or participations in distributor and/or pro-
ducer net gross. Inside this universe, attention
was traditionally primarily focused on where
one stands in the production ‘financial chain’
environment given multiplicity of deal levels
in play. 
Expansion of this classic version in the last
decade was required as the focus had to be
widened to account for growth in presales, new
revenue streams, and spins of gap lending, soft
money, hard equity and shortfall insurance. 
This required grossing up of all potential net
releasing revenues before marketing and distri-
bution fees to ensure every one in the entire
‘chain’ could be made whole. Even more acute-
ly demanded was the ability to see what deal
returns would be required to make particular
participants at specific levels in the game whole. 
Over the last two years, the modern financial
equation assessment process has had its focus
expanded even wider to include the financial
likelihood of obtaining the net releasing rev-
enues necessary to make every one in the
‘chain’ whole in the context of their ‘underlying
net cost of capital position’ in the deal. 

To do this effectively, the cost and revenue pro-
file of the end use of each deal participant must
be accounted for in relation to that player as
well as for the deal on an overall basis. Today,
by correct appreciation and accounting for the
mitigation of the cost of capital required to do
the deal in question when compared to any other
vanilla deal, the financial implications flow if
third party finance generated tax savings play
into a deal as they must be accounted for.
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The same global financial 
template must be able

to accommodate 
all the deal variables
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This view of a movie deal – a multi-headed
hydra approach capable of crossing the
boundaries of time, entitlement and

quantum of money in flow – requires a new
approach to financial equation assessment. The
deal math of today is not solely about ‘num-
bers.’ It’s more about the ‘the relationships’ that
the numbers reveal. Such deal math must now
be layered over that which was previously pre-
sented in the classical understanding of film busi-
ness operative financial equation assessment.

New thinking must be reflective of four distinct
universes of financial implication rather than
the singularity of a traditional approach based
on one static focus point. Each of these new uni-
verses expands by its very definition the preci-
sion formerly obtained by focusing on the clas-
sical film business break-even model.
Traditional thinking developed risk assessment
profiles purely in terms of that model by esti-
mations of net releasing revenue needed to
recover film production and releasing cost.
Such thinking is now ‘dead’ as it fails to account
for the multiplicity of modern deal choices that
have fundamentally changed the risk assess-
ment process forever.

PERCEPTION & 
ASSESSMENT FINANCIAL

TOOLS CIRCA 2004

DEAL UNIVERSE ONE
Pure Rational Linear Revenue.

Traditionally this is the classical model.
It exists where there is a direct linear
relationship between the financial per-

formance of the movie in its end use and a
known set of variable cost input ratios. Net
release revenue assessments have by default to
date been captive to such thinking, and the
nature of such thinking has flowed out into
other new deal non linear equations.
The best know linear model is Theatrical
Performance at Box Office where Exhibition
Costs are a predictable percentage of Box
Office revenues. 
In such a model the net release revenue required
to fit budget revenue predictions can be extrap-
olated forward. The impact on the film financial
equation is linear, all things being equal, as the
impact of poor or excellent box office perform-
ance feeds straight into the bottom line in a pure
rational relationship.

Pure Linear Revenue Deal Math

BO = Box Office Target. ET = Exhibition Take
As % of BO 

NR =Net Release Revenue Expected from Box
Office

Then Box Office needed to meet NR =

NR divided by (1- ET) = BO to
Break Even

In other linear performance models within this
universe such as DVD/Home Video, Pay for
Play Internet,Third Screen Down-Loading,
Product Merchandising, etc the net licensing
revenue whether paid as a royalty or profit share
has a direct financial relationship to end user
deal participants’ actual variable sales perform-
ance.
As above, in relation to all such revenue
streams, the deal maths can factor targeted end
use deal participant performance into the film
financial equation for that player and with it
model outcomes at different levels for that play-
er as well as the impact on the overall deal.
The movement of these pure linear models has

the most significant impact on the financial
health of the overall film equation. They carry
the highest level of systemic risk of non-per-
formance, and deal risk is affected only to the
extent deal factors need to rely on such revenue
recapture. The need to rely on such systemic
risk elements greatly increases overall deal risk. 
The risk averse approach attempts to cover all
real deal risk by other means. Therefore they
axiomatically reduce exposure to such variable
performance risk. 
The focus of any film deal must be to cover as
much as possible of total deal cost from non-lin-
ear revenue sources or non linear capital contri-
butions so as to reduce the deal’s financial vul-
nerability to pure linear revenue stream per-
formance. The narrower the exposure to pure
linear revenue performance a deal faces, the
lower the overall risk position and the greater
the profit in the event of superior performance.

DEAL UNIVERSE TWO
Absolute Non Linear Revenues.

At the other end of the financial galaxy
are absolutely certain outcomes that
while deferred in time are set in stone

from the get go. In relation to recapture of rev-
enue these are slam-dunk fixed inputs into the
financial model that by definition carry no or
little risk.
A modern day example of this can be seen in the
area of presales where net release revenue
potential is sold off on day one in relation to one
or more territories and licensing rights. A fixed

price sale creates an ‘absolute non linear’ deal
factor in the deal template. It is what it is for all
time, regardless of how good or bad the movie
may be. The comfort of such certainty comes at
the price of a better result if the end product per-
forms above expectations. 
In these cases, the deal math is simple. Net
release revenue is what it is, subject only to
commissions to any sales agent and their agreed
costs which come out first and, if not paid up
front, net of interest cost till collection.
A more recent subtlety that has completely
overshadowed former film business financial
equation thinking in this regard is the advent of
jurisdictional tax rebates of VAT, GST, and/or
other indirect taxes, together with the added car-
rot of direct cash subsidy incentive schemes
designed to lure productions to shoot in many
places. These are earned revenues as they only
occur if the scheme in question is adhered to;
they are not given carte blanche.
However, the amount is fixed by law from
inception as a percentage of the actual budget
spend that qualifies, and so these amounts are
non linear in nature. Despite being deferred in
time they are certain, and they will be paid if the
production is made under the relevant scheme.
They are slam-dunk money only if you are ulti-
mately scheme compliant. Normally there are
no ‘middle men’ other than government admin-
istrators to deal with. The only additional cost
may be the cost of interest borrowed in advance
against the prospect of revenue being earned. 

They feed from the top tier of net releasing rev-
enue down directly into the level of recapture of
negative cost as they are not subject to the toll
gates of marketing cost recapture, distribution
fee imposition, or sharing by those entitled
gross participation hand outs as they are not
related to actual revenue stream performance of
the movie.  
The impact does of course filter down to net
profit participants, as the nirvana of breakeven
is that much nearer due to the advent of what are
in essence cost mitigation contributions by non-
deal participants.

DEAL UNIVERSE THREE
Non-Rational Linear Revenues.

In this universe, account must be taken of all
revenue streams that while linear in form are
in essence static in terms of financial per-

formance. Revenue such as Network Television
and Pay Television while containing pure rational
linear potential are in reality non rational in their

thinking is now ‘dead’ as 
it fails to account for 

the multiplicity of modern 
deal choices

Normally there are 
no ‘middle men’ other than 
government administrators



practical financial form. This means that while
better movies will be rewarded more than poor
ones, actual performance of a film does not move
in a pure linear relationship to the financial model
in play in the end user deal participant books. 
The license revenue is not a factor of the direct
end users sales number. Rather, it is the result of
wider enterprise implications. In such revenue
streams, the financial result is that account can-
not be taken of some direct cost to revenue ratios
but directly relate to the end sales performance of
the product in question. Here it is simpler to
assess what the market is paying in net revenue
for movie license fees and place performance in
the context of that pricing strategy, i.e. the price
paid per hour for television – movies being a
prime example.
The implication on the movie financial equa-
tion is to simply not adjust such numbers for
end sale performance but merely project the
band of net release revenue possible and assess
the impact on the deal. The nature of these
variables means there is a higher degree of
likelihood that the numbers projected will fall
within the boundaries predicted unlike pure
rational linear revenue stream assessments.
This higher degree of certainty in the deal
math translates to lower accounting for the risk
of failure in the overall movie financial equa-
tion risk assessment approaches.

DEAL UNIVERSE FOUR
Non Linear Capital Contributions

The cost ratio of film capital is a vital fac-
tor in any movie business financial equa-
tion assessment as money, whether it is

borrowed at interest from outside lenders or
raised from equity investors at the cost of prof-
it sharing, has a cost – even if it is one not
payable today. This approach to cost assessment
affects the movie financial equation markedly
as the net cost of capital after interest and/or
profit share must be factored into every deal
model, else how can a participant ever assess the
real position? Axiomatically, no deal model com-
parison can be made without accounting for the
true cost of capital applicable to the deal in issue. 
Deal math requires that cost be shown in its
full sense, accounting for not only who bears it
but also who benefits from it, in terms of when
and how.
Contrary to popular thought, this is by no means
an easy task. The first three universes deal with
revenue stream flow trickling down the tiers of
entitlement in the movie money tree. This last
universe conceptually flows from the bottom up
– flowing from the ground into the roots of the
money tree where without it no deal acorn will
ever grow to attain oak status.

As current events evidence, no one factor in the
business is more misunderstood in theory or in
practice than this single aspect. Those skilled in
the art of deal making intuitively know it all
happens here. Seeing wood in the forest of deal
mirages in play is where success starts in the
film business. Deal outcomes are shaped by
what happens at the roots of the deal template.
Most deal focus naturally tends to flow from the
top down, but reality implores careful assess-
ment be made from the bottom flowing up.
The deal math implications of these insights are
too numerous to mention, but the possibilities
can be reduced to the following set piece assess-
ment approaches. Tax shelter money is often
wrongly called production subsidy money. This
is not so, as the tax savings and who is entitled
to them are entirely ‘different animals’ from the
normal cash grant pure subsidies offered to lure
film productions to various locales. 
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called production
subsidy money

New Zealand - New Zealand’s picture postcard location shown to full effect in the Lord of the Rings Trilogy have benefitted the country’s tourism and boosted the local
economy beyond Government’s expectations.
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If properly structured at inception, Tax
Shelter money is absolutely non linear in
both form and nature. The money should be

in place at deal inception or underwritten in
some bankable form so that its appearance in
the deal is assured from the get go. 

Tax Shelters that come into being only after a
production is commenced, while non linear at
that time, are, at the point of production incep-
tion, subject to a value assessment of their like-
ly occurrence. In such cases they have to be dis-
counted to zero for the highly probable reality
risk of their non-occurrence. 
The impact on deal risk of such funds not being
in hand or assured is significant, impacting the
whole movie equation. Such risk must be
accounted in the deal making of all other partic-
ipants who will wear the loss of these funds if
they fail to mature. To do otherwise would be to
invite unacceptable non-recoverable losses.

The impact of “tax-shelter dealings” creates dis-
tinct models, any combination of which may
also be entertained. 
First: Tax savings may be split between the
producer, other deal participants, and the tax
shelter investor. In form, the investor has an
economic interest in the movie, but it is one that
in reality is not likely to ever bear fruit. The
rational for this deal is that the investor gets a
tax saving and normally no exposure to busi-
ness risk as the tax shelter investment made is
guaranteed to be repaid in full. 
The producer enjoys sharing some of the
investor’s tax saving but that is all. No real risk
capital is added to the deal equation and no real
division of profits is ever entertained other than
in compliance formatting to attain tax shelter
status for the investor. 
Second: A real tax sheltered equity investor is
one who seeks to a make a risk investment shel-
tered by a combination of the deal economics in
play and the tax saving they will lose perma-
nently if the deal does not work out. In these
cases, the investor’s true economic risk must be
adjusted for the tax savings and a real return
should be enjoyed equal to the value of the total
investment.
Third: Many combinations exist between these
two poles. Dependent on the nature of the deal,
one sees a blend of real economic risk, film
used related tax savings, and assured minium

capital loss being put in place with a return
reflective of the net nature of the total capital
invested less any capital recapture that is guar-
anteed under the deal. This was seen most
recently in German Media Fund deals of the
late 90s.
Finally: Any equity in a deal, tax sheltered or
not, has a cost in profit share ceded away. This
cost must be accounted for in terms of its sub-
stance rather than its form in any movie deal.

THE APPLICATION 
OF NUMERACY

IN THE 
MODERN DAY TAX 

SHELTER DEAL

There are three alternate approaches to
deal math in the film business’s financial
equation regarding Tax Shelters:

Investor Not at Risk: The tax savings obtained
by the producer get subtracted from his net cap-
ital position. Normally they go to repay the
bank loan principal.
Investor At Full Risk: The tax savings
obtained by the investor get deducted in total
squaring off of the deal participant investor’s
net investment position.
Investor At Partial Risk: The tax savings are
shared and deducted as they fall against the
respective capital positions of the
producer/other participants and the investor in
the picture. 
The film financial tree now viewed from the
ground up can be seen from the perspective of
each of its anchoring  ‘financial roots,’ and that
position must be viewed as it affects the overall
health of the film financial tree not just one self-
interested financial root.
The non-appearing costs, as well as those actu-
ally appearing, in the deal must be carefully
taken into account. The use of money interest-
free under a tax shelter, or any deal where that
money takes the place of funds that would nor-
mally be borrowed, is a deal benefit as per
Disney in the Silver Screen Partners Deal.
Funds that must be added back and split up is
appropriate under the deal. The financial model
in play in such circumstances must account for
the absence of this capital input cost where it is
not remunerated by profit share elsewhere.

at the point of production 
inception, subject to a

value assessment of their 
likely occurrence

from the perspective of 
each of its anchoring  

‘financial roots,’

Australia - the best example of a pure activity based credit program

....continued on page 41
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THE MULTI-HEADED 
HYDRA THINKING

& SIMULANTEOUS 
CHANGES IN 

RESPECTIVE MODELS

The four universes depicted all provide
specific financial perception filters that
allow focus on each of the universes stat-

ed as well as the way those collective universes
impact on the whole model as a part of the game
that can change the final deal picture. The
multi-headed hydra approach allows accounting
of all the simultaneous changes in these respec-
tive models and reveals how they collectively
impact the overall deal finance equations.
The three revenue related universes – the ration-
al linear, the non linear, and the variable linear
– all impact net release revenue cycles and the
related trickle down of revenue to all those in
the movie money tree pecking order. Assigning
different economic values to each element in
each universe, allows hydra modelling to depict
different economic outcomes down the money
tree and across a wide variety of circumstances.
Such outcomes when adjusted for the appropri-
ate degree of risk based on probability point to
the reality of what is contemplated.
In their highest forms, such deal models allow
accounting for time as well as status entitlement
to money adjusted for risk. This, dependent on
the numbers flowing down, can change deal
choices dramatically. Amazingly, the same total
number can yield different trickle down results
depending on which universe and risk position
the cash sprung from or to. This, more than any-
thing, defines what we mean about deal assess-
ment because where cash comes from is just as
important as its quantum. When it arrives and
who is entitled to it, are the keys to solid ‘risk
averse’ thinking.
The fourth universe pervasively affects the net
capital position of all players at the bottom of
the film money tree, and provides a clear per-
ception tool to define who gets the deal money
and under what circumstances. 
When the worlds contained in these four univers-
es of deal perception collide, they create a cohe-
sive approach to deal modelling. The real essence
of any deal is relative to the inherent latent risk
and the likely financial outcomes that can be per-
ceived for all players. This modern day take on
the movie financial equation provides the tools
needed to see the true nature of the varying deal
structures and their real implications.
A plethora of pages proclaiming potential rev-
enues projected to recover prospective costs no
longer rules decision maker thinking. Identical
total numbers that on first glance yield similar
outcomes can now be seen though the percep-
tion filters clearly outlined with respect to the
true risks entertained. 

If appropriate risk aversion techniques are
applied, the right deal choice with a clever deal
structure can turn a ‘no go deal’ into a ‘winning
hand’. Raw numbers are no longer the guiding
light. Only the trend of such numbers, indicat-
ing the flow of underlying deal relationships, is
of significant import. These alone shape deal
making choices.
Illustrative of this are the prime relationship
positions of the universes defined as relative to
their intrinsic risk positions.
Namely, the highest risk exposures are found in
the pure rational linear revenue universe and the
non-rational linear universe. In both of these
worlds, the final outcome and impact on net
release revenue is unknown and not easily pre-
dicted. Risk assessment regarding the impact
of such outcomes depends on revenue model-
ling as it relates to the deals at issue. Then,
adjusting the revenue estimates for the risk is
based on the probability distribution of various
sales estimate outcomes.

Conversely, the lowest exposure to risk is
found in the absolute non linear revenue
performance universe and absolute non

linear capital performance universe as both out-
come results and impacts on a deal are known
from inception. Even so, some account must be
taken of the latent risk of non performance by
breach of a party in the deal not making pay-
ment as agreed, such as in a negative pickup or
sale and lease back model. Usually, these attract
zero risk assessment profiles as the money is
committed and paid for up front. 
Some account for variable risk must be taken
regarding the likely ability to collect presales
and/or tax rebates and/or subsidy payments. In
short, the quantum of payments in these ‘uni-
verses’ is fixed from inception. Only rarely does
a deal template risk profile expose the deal.
The key perception to be gleaned from hydra
modelling is in the balance between 1) how
much of the deal is exposed to linear risk and 2)
how much is covered by the certainty of non-
linear revenue and/or linear capital contribu-
tions to deal resources. Risk aversion strategy
focuses on the mitigation of deal risk by reduc-
ing, as much as possible, deal resources to the
whim of linear based outcomes. The balancing
act requires creating a minimal risk profile
while at the same time not selling off or giving
away so much of the deal that there is nothing
for those making the deal to earn a living.          

THE MULTI HEADED HYDRA

DEAL COST DEAL RESOURCES   

NET PROFIT PARTICPATIONS RATIONAL LINEAR
+ REVENUE = U1
NEGATIVE COST
+ +   
INTEREST
+ NON RATIONAL
PROFIT PARTICIPATIONS LINEAR REVENUE
+ =U3   
MARKETING COST

U1+U3 TO PAY THE
DISTRIBUTION FEE COST NOT COVERED%
+                                                                

NON-LINEAR  
END USER COST REVENUES=U2

+
NON LINEAR
CAPITAL=U 4 

= DEAL COST PROFILE PAY FOR THE 
% COVERED BY

U 2 + U 4.

THE BALANCE OF RISK
IN THE DEAL

THE MONEY FLOW IN A
MULTI HEADED HYDRA MODEL

Universe 1

PURE RATIONAL LINEAR REVENUES

US+ Foreign Theatrical Box Office
US+ Foreign Home Video/DVD Royalty
Global Merchandising Revenues
Internet/Third Screen Down Loading

Universe 3 

NON RATIONAL LINEAR REVENUES

US + Foreign Network Television
US + Foreign Cable Television
US + Foreign Ancillary Licensing

Less Distribution Fees and Marketing Costs applica-
ble to both U1 and U3

Leaves Revenue available for payment of deferments/
participations in Distributors Gross ahead of or with
net deal cost recovery.

Money Left goes to pay Gap Lenders if any then
Equity investors before profit participations among
deal participants.

Risk of Non Recovery met by U1+U3 adjusted for risk
probability divided into the-Net Deal cost. 

NET DEAL COST UNDER A HYDRA APPROACH

NEGATIVE COST OF PRODUCTION

INTEREST UNTIL REPAYMENT

MARKETING COST

=    TOTAL CASH RESOURCE COST OF DEAL

LESS NON-LINEAR REVENUE AND CAPITAL

quantum of payments in 
these universes is fixed from 
inception. only rarely does

a deal template risk 
profile expose the deal

....continued from page 16
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RESOURCES

U 2
NON LINEAR REVENUE 

US+ Foreign Presales
Tax Subsidy
P&A paid by Distributor.

U 4 
NON LINEAR CAPITAL CONTRIBUTION

US+ Foreign Tax Sheltered Soft Money
Short Fall Insurance 

EQUALS NET DEAL COST THAT MUST BE COV-
ERED BY RISK DRIVEN LINEAR REVENUE.

ADJUSTMENT OF THE UNIVERSES FOR RISK
OF PROBABILITY TO GIVES DEAL RISK PER-
CEPTION.  

The multi-headed hydra model shows
clearly the balance of risk that every deal
must address. The universes U 1 and U 3

collectively represent the portion of the deal
that addresses uncovered risk by way of linear
driven revenue performance. The universes U 2
and U 4 collectively represent the portion of the
deal that is covered by non-linear revenue and
non-linear capital contributions to deal
resources. The deal cost profile that remains
uncovered after the deduction of these contribu-
tions is what creates the balance of deal risk.
Risk aversion, whether in relation to single pic-
ture risk or a slate of pictures, is solely con-
cerned with the balancing of deal cost exposed
to linear revenue stream performances.
The real issue in any deal is not just the per-
centage of the deal that is exposed but the real
adjusted risk probability that pertains to that
exposure. The worst deals create high levels of
deal cost recoupment exposure to linear revenue
performance at very low probability of such rev-
enue occurring as predicted. The best deals con-
versely create little exposure to linear revenue
performance and offer high probability of that
exposure being covered by actual performance. 
The science of risk aversion, in relation to over-
all deal economics as well as individual deal
fragment related participants’ risk, demands risk
mitigation strategies be adopted to lower deal
exposure and increase the probability of that
exposure being covered. 
The modern day deal glosses of Presales, Gap
Equity, Shortfall Insurance, Government
Assistance Programs, Soft money
Subsidies/Rebates, Soft Equity Tax Shelter
Money or Hard Equity Investments all play into
the Hydra Model deal matrix. The wide diversity
of deal tools and related layers of deal implication
are all revealed in the hydra approach.  
The hydra approach is a deal perception tool that
highlights the trade offs differing deal postures
create. A deal that lowers the ‘uncovered’ amount
that is ‘exposed’ and subject to the whim of linear
revenue is the objective of the risk averse game. 

However, if such an outcome is achieved by
selling off too many revenue potentials up front
or by structuring unpalatable deals to obtain
release money and/or other equity participation,
the hydra approach will ‘catch’ that ‘probable
outcome’. Many deals on the surface portend to
be low risk but are in fact high risk because too
much has been given away.
The key to ‘risk averse mentality’ is not just see-
ing the quantum of money that remains exposed
to linear revenue outcomes in a deal but focus-
ing on the risk relationship that deal position
has relative to the probability of its being cov-
ered. Adjusted probability risk per dollar
exposed, not merely the raw dollar amount or
overall deal percentage, is ultimately the deter-
minative factor. The latter two measures are
indicative signals but, dependent on the under-
lying deal relationships, they can be highly mis-
leading in the current global economic climate.
Hydra modelling assessments, whether you are
BOWFINGER or DISNEY, are critical tools
that with correct application can catch even the
subtlest of deal twists. Is there a better way to
do it? The many faceted deal prism choices that
abound create potentially contrary outcomes. In
the same deal a lower exposure in terms of raw
dollars may be less desirable than higher raw
dollar exposure when adjusted for actual linear
revenue performance risk profiles. Such subtly
is a direct product of the variety of deal models
available in certain circumstances. 

Highly stripped deals that leave little economic
value other than fees, deferments, or participa-
tions for an honoured few exist. The reality
today is that such deals may be better left
undone even though they may appear marginal-
ly viable. The real cost of making such deals
comes at the price of foregoing the chance to
make better deals.
Those with “risk averse” awareness always look
for new twists to increase their financial bottom
line outcome. At first glance, their mission is
purely that of cost and risk containment, similar
to the difference between paying fixed interest
rates at LIBOR + + to a gap equity lender who
has secured your house as opposed to getting
effectively interest free loans from a negative
pickup tax shelter deal such as a sale and lease
back.  The latter can make all the difference in
the world, not just in money saved and a con-
comitant lowered breakeven point, but also in the
fundamental reality of lowered repayment busi-
ness risk. The modelling and value of such deal
options when compared to others can be 

significant. The choices, while numerically indi-
cating one course of action, may, on closer scruti-
ny after adjustment of risk management issues,
dictate the exact opposite course of action. 

The early Disney deals in Silver Screen Limited
Partnerships did more than just create an inter-
est free off balance sheet de facto loan to miti-
gate costs of production. They lowered the real
risk management picture facing the whole
enterprise. In the late 90s, the German Media
funds provided much the same result for all who
used them. 

Soft money tax subsidies, cash grants, and
retail and wholesale tax rebates and/or
exemptions have added a new set of

relationship options to the deal assessment
process. Many jurisdictions choose to offer
certain soft money subsidies or soft money tax
shelter equity. You rarely get to leverage both
in the same place although some newcomer
countries allow it. The impact of such choice is
that deal implications can become highly prob-
lematic. Numerical contribution to the money
required for making a film tends to rule the
day, but this not often the best option. The cer-
tainty is great, but the implications of subsidy
compliance have to be accounted for within
other levels of the deal model. Lowered pro-
duction and ultimate sales value are critical.
The reality that soft money subsidies do not
incur interest or profit share is significant. Just
as significant is the deal trap of local onshore
tax imposts on talent and or profits.
Soft Equity from tax shelter deals when con-
trasted with and aligned to soft money tax sub-
sidies creates highly problematic outcomes. If
the deals are not production orientated and set
in stone on day one, they tend to carry a no
show appearance risk if they are distribution
type deals. How soft the equity is depends on
how much you must give away or what you can
be sued for. The value of more money that is
less certain from soft equity investment deals at
a price must be carefully compared against the
value of a pure soft money subsidy that never
has to be repaid. 
Today the ‘magic’ of international co- produc-
tion deals attempts to double dip both forms of
soft money creating soft tax subsidy money in
one place and soft tax shelter money in anoth-
er. The trade offs in risks and benefits in the
risk management assessment of such deals
compared with more traditional models is the
core technique of risk aversion. 
In 2004, the trend to seek hard equity, tax
sheltered or not, in return for profit participa-
tion has differing modelling implications.

The hydra approach 
is a deal perception tool 

that highlights the trade offs

soft money subsidies do not 
incur interest or profit share 

is significant
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Profits given away to “the money” in the deal
are like an interest cost. The degree of that
cost and its appropriateness in relation to the
overall risk position of the deal and the com-
mitment to other deal participants is what the
risk-taker must grapple with. The newer mod-
els “credit enhance” hard equity and lower
ultimate risk to such investors, resulting in
lower required levels of ultimate profit partic-
ipation. In such cases, non-tax sheltered hard
equity faces pure business risk of linear rev-
enue stream performance. Like gap lending,
these deals create harsh realities of high cost
and fewer knowingly willing investors.
To bring a film to ‘go’ status , deal modelling
requires a complex interweaving of all the
money resources mentioned. However the real
issue, for those who have the wit and resources
to make it happen, lies in how to create the best
balance. Only by using a number of the rela-
tionship thinking tools herein presented can one
even countenance such a task. 

In the last decade many of the industry’s best
players raised and burned more money than
Midas ever dreamed owning. Films that

did not perform as intended determined their
ultimate fate. Equally, the result of the film
industry’s macro economic mantra – then as
now – is such that no one can ever predict suc-
cess or failure in this business or more strik-
ingly where it is likely to come from next. The
tenets of risk aversion philosophy demand that
the downside be covered as much as possible
on every film deal and for all players in it, no
matter their level or contribution. 

There is rarely zero risk, only lesser degrees
of risk. There are rarely clearly definitive
answers, more likely only strongly indicative
perceptions. The quality of those business per-
ceptions is what separates those who win the
game from the losers. The tools presented are
only filters through which deal reality can be
defined. Even the most sophisticated players
can’t always protect themselves from misfor-
tune. Today, however, more than ever before,
the potential for film financing damage can be
contained and managed.

CONTEMPLATING MORE
PERCEPTION FILTERS 

THE “MONEY IS HERE” 
SYNDROME.

In the fast paced wheeler-dealer world of pre-
sales, gap equity, soft money, hard money, and
every other kind of money, ‘the money is

here’ syndrome is alive and well. In the film
world’s highly convoluted financial environ-
ments, those who seek the green light often cry:
“The money is here!” or “We have a go!” Even
BOWFINGER would be proud of such
unabashed verve and the denial of a reality that
shrieks: “The money is nowhere near there!” 
Checking that the money is in fact in place
today would appear to be a simplistic first step
for any player. The problem in the real world is
that in such intricately woven deals – unless
they are in some form studio underwritten –
such a task can be daunting. The sad fact is that
even without culpable deliberate misstatements,
and often with genuine belief that the money is
there, the cold fact is that it may not be. 
Financial illusion and financial fact in the high
wire act money configurations of the current mar-
ket come in many forms and wear many, many
masks. The primary risk averse step any player
can take today is to assess the reality of the deal
that is presented in relation to the certainty of its
inter-relational components. The film trade paper
announcements, pre production announcements
and first nation shooting will not save a deal
caught short of lucre. In the pyramid of required
building blocks, one missing block often tumbles
not just that deal component but can be the pivotal
element that brings the whole stack down. 

HOW A FILM PROJECT
CAN SPIN ON THE NET DELTA

NOT TOTAL COST FACTOR

In an earlier article we introduced the concept
of Net Delta that a deal requires as opposed to
its raw total resource-driven cash cost. The
insight was essentially a precursor to what has
been discussed in this musing. Net Delta means
the necessary amount of cash to be raised by
way of hard at-full-risk debt or equity in a deal
after deduction from the total deal cost of all
non-linear revenue and capital contribution
inputs. It represents the total cost: soft money
subsidy, soft money tax shelter equity, presales,
shortfall insurance, or any other guaranteed
money sources such as limited form negative
pickups. The example we used showed how a
$70 m dollar film’s fate spun on only $7m of
genuine at ‘risk equity’ – the Net Delta. The
point is that it is not what a film costs in total
resources to produce and release that matters
per se but on what is its peculiar Net Delta. This
explains why films with significant budgets in
the $100m plus range such as Terminator –
Return of the Machines and Gangs of New
York could be made independently.

Fiji-Following the shoring up of the F1–F2 schemes with new Tax Rebate Incentives in the first Qtr 2003 severalpro-
ductions are now utilizing the Incentives. The two latest amendments the 15% tax rebate  which has been extended to

include TV commercials. One of the first countries to offer this, and the 35% qualifying production expenditure
deadline that was due to expire in 2004 has been moved to 2007 are currently going through the Fiji Parliment.

The quality 
of those business perceptions 

is what separates those who win
the game from the losers

one missing block 
often tumbles not just that 
deal component but can 
be the pivotal element 

that brings the whole stack down



A$10 million dollar film with limited non
linear resources from outside revenue
or capital contributions could in the

example given have a higher Net Delta than one
seven times its size. More important however
than the amount of ‘net delta’ a deal portends to
‘need’ is the task of ‘actually raising’ it. In real-
ity, raising less money than more may seem eas-
ier but that is not necessarily so. 

What the techniques of ‘risk aversion’ define is
of equal import – namely, Net Delta adjusted for
appropriate deal risk. Ultimately, this deter-
mines the financial fate of all deal participants.
A well-structured deal requires minimal hard
equity relative to total cost. Money will flow if
it is risk insured by tax shelter write off and if it
carries real economic substance in the unse-
cured revenue streams on which it must rely for
recapture. A poor deal that places hard debt or
equity at risk without a tax parachute, or worse
still a highly stripped deal with little economic
prospects, relies solely on luck in finding a
gambler who will roll the dice on the film per-
forming significantly well.
In a tough market, hard equity that is also ‘fick-
le money’ is hard to come by, although still pos-
sible. The savvy risk averse operators know that
there is a price for everything and get to the
green light by ensuring that no one is short
changed in the money-go-round. The profitable
risk-averse player eschews the marginal deal as
one in which there is no value even if it could be
structured. Major players directly produce far
less films today than in times past. Risk adjust-
ed Net Delta’ thinking rules as evidenced by the
rash of ‘tent pole’ co-partnered or co-financed
deals now in vogue. 

THE ARISTOCRACY
OF THE  DEAL

THE OFTEN UNSEEN 
IMPLICATIONS OF BOTTOM

MONEY RISK VS TOP MONEY
PRIVILEDGE.

Not all money in the film businesses is
created equal. Many new to the game
confuse overall deal risk with the risk

profile their money in the deal faces. The hard
gap debt or gap equity at stake in every deal
potentially faces a different fate from other
money in the same or similar status level. What
that fate will be depends on how the deal is
structured. Here the risk averse players really
earn their pay. By that, we mean the reality of
earning it all. The short fall insurers and gap
lenders of the last decade have learned much
from this simplistic notion. 
The linear revenue performance in a deal – how it
actually earns – can be risk assessed by using
sales estimates and rational assumption. In past
articles we have illustrated this by using tech-
niques of linear statistical regression to compare
various probabilities of predicted revenue out-
comes. On a straight forward conceptual non
empirical evidence take, it is evident that any deal
has a ninety percent chance of earning ten percent
of the revenue needed and, in declining order of
probability, less chance relative to the amount of
revenue needed to perform as predicted.
The knowing position the fragments in any 
deal to capture the first bits of the revenue 
flow. Deferments/participations paid out of
distributor/producers gross are an example. In
the aristocracy of deal money the further down
you sit in the pecking order, the higher the risk
of non-recovery and/or net profit participation.
Realistically, a deal featuring both gap lending

and hard equity secures the ‘top money. The gap
lender gets the first crack at all free revenue
streams. Only after recoupment of “top money”
does the “bottom money” equity get a crack. In
risk aversion terms, the top money enjoys the
best risk profile, and the bottom money faces
the highest risk of non-recapture. The sleight-
of-hand in play is that the average recoupment
risk from all free revenue streams masks the
specific risk profile enjoyed by the bottom
money or, for that matter, any deal fragment. In
deal structuring getting bottom money is the
Holy Grail. Without it, in today’s market, there
is no deal. 

Risk aversion perception is to clearly
define who in a deal faces what risk and
more importantly why. Everything is

malleable in a deal universe. Why bottom
money faces the highest risk without real com-
pensation for that risk is the subject of much
industry debate. Many deal number presenta-
tions mask the truth and in doing so lose the
chance to mitigate it.The Net Delta contribution
that bottom money makes in a deal far out-
weighs many other factors. In many deals, it is
better to un-strip deal presales and reorder the
risk paradigm to create a better fate, thereby
increasing the chances of raising smart bottom
money. Dogged attempts to tempt ‘fickle’ money
have predictably tough journeys. Even if suc-
cessful, they carry with them the angst of poten-
tial legal action driven by buyer’s remorse. 

THE SUBSTANCE &
APPEARENCE

HOW OFF BALANCE SHEET
ARE MY DEALS?

In the aftermath of the Enron journey
through the civil and criminal courts this
issue burns red hot. As new industry

accounting standards munch through bigger
players’ reporting statements and ever more
nervous auditors seek to keep liability insurers
on board, the film business implications of off
balance sheet deals come under close scrutiny.
The nature of “the deal” with one’s so called
joint venture participants, co production part-
ners, and/or co financiers should be of critical
concern to any player. The magic used to create
double dip soft money handouts by forming or
promoting the creation of apparently independ-
ent titular production companies is fraught with
such implication.
The true nature of many a deal’s legal substance
as opposed to its legal form appearance is a
matter that of crucial significance. The underly-
ing questions of whether or not something is or
is not on the books or how it is presented were
always significant. Just as significant today is
whether the lenders to your balance sheet see
things the same way you do or even know what
you are up to. The nature of highly evolved deal
making – just whose lender or shareholder is
entitled to what you do or even know what is
going on – is increasingly challenging.
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that places hard debt or equity 
at risk without a tax parachute

The Matrix series was shot entirely in Australia
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To create legal compliances, many players form
off shore entities via prima facie control and/or
ownership of legal and/or accounting advisors.
The wisdom of this contortion is highly dubious
as all that is being done is the perpetration of
independent form rather than the creation of
actual independent legal economic substance.
This failure then potentially means all the
longed for soft money deals may fall to the
ground. Worse, such ineffective legal structur-
ing is unnecessary as substantive deal making
with bona fide executive producers and/or sub-
stantive players is the wisest economic deal
choice. Real partners who provide a real part of
a real deal are more valuable than some shadow
relationship. 

No matter how safe the wrist length illusion of
captive players may appear, the karma of such
relationships has already hit home to
“Hollywood” as the malfeasant conduct of
those who were trusted has gone unpunished. In
such a fragile environment ‘bad things’ happen
to ‘good people,’ but if they are smart, it only
happens once. This – if nothing else – should be
a warning as the ‘blackmail factor’ is one no
credible player wants to face in this business.
Detrimental also are the global accounting and
legal mantras that are strangling the long held
safety notions of “not on my books” thinking.
The only real ‘risk aversion’ that can be gained
through off-the-books deal making comes from
real ‘deal independence’ not some sinecure that
provides only the semblance but not the sub-
stance of it. The ‘risk averse’ use the space off
their books, but not at the price of having those
books haunted by the karma of deals past. A
vital tool in risk averse thinking comes in the
intrinsic security found in the ability to contain
deal risk under some part of a domain umbrella.
The wise wish to reflect only limited exposures
to naked deal risk in their home entities. In that
way they can untilize appropriate slate structure
and survive the downfalls that have befallen
many in this business. 

THE CREATIVE 
IMPERATIVES

FORMED BY FINANCIAL
ARTIFICIAL IMPLICATIONS

LEAD TO AVOIDABLE 
COLLISIONS!

The creative imperative today is more
shaped by ultimate deal form financial
implications than at any other time in

film business history. Traditionally, only the
budget limit constrained the creative choices
available in a deal. In the current business cli-
mate, a more perverted reality exists where the
legal constraints imposed by a deal model
choice often demand that one must search for
compliances concerning soft money rules. The
need to domicile deals in one or more foreign
nations and comply with intranational activity
and status requirements severely limits creative
choice. Who is on screen? Who is behind it?  
All such decisions must meet the edicts of some
whim-driven political compliance. The nature
of this artificiality is that it collides on the finan-
cial prospects of a deal in many ways. The pro-
duction value in terms of “who it is” you use is
often the first casualty. Choice of a particular
nation creates exposure to savings or imposts in
exchange rate costs, core production costs, and
local tax impacts on all imported talent and
crew. Trade off assessment of all such costs
must be carefully weighed, first in terms of final
budget cost impact, and second in terms of ulti-
mate sales values. 
The art of the Hollywood Deal 2004 lies in
stretching sales values while trimming costs
onto a deal track allowing one to make accept-
able creative choice decisions. This complex
weaving of factors makes ‘cookie cutter’ deal
solutions a dead letter. The reality of this
thought process is that creative choices will die
if financial imperative collide in the film deal.

AN INSIDER POSITION
ON THE INSIDE TRACK OF

THE HOLLYWOOD 
DEAL 2004

The 2004 Hollywood mind-set is torn
between the many deal variables now
viable in a global market. The rash of

choices from new comers such as New Zealand
and Italy to improved existing schemes in
Canada, Ireland and Fiji make interesting read-
ing. The perception filters and model tools pre-
sented are the only way that some form of
meaningful comparison can be made between
the opportunities that abound. The inter rela-
tional combination of such deals via the magic
of international co production needs careful
precision if hoped for outcomes are to be effect-
ed. The intra deal impact of soft money from
subsidies and tax shelters combines with hard
equity to make complex deal configurations.

Such elements added to presales, co financing,
gap lending, and other finance elements creates
mazes of financial deal templates. 
The following “Hollywood Deal” examples are
not the full picture relating to the deals con-
cerned; they are designed merely to illustrate
the relationship fields that lie at the heart of the
deal thinking involved. The purpose of such
presentations is to demonstrate how all the uni-
verses in a deal operate and how they can touch
each other in often unpredictable ways.

The Hollywood Deal 2004
TAKE ONE

A$20m Dollar Production Budget+ $1m
Interest + $7m P&A spend for a full
SAG – California based shoot. A

Presale of US Domestic for 30 % of production
budget + $7m P&A spend by US Distributor
with 35% distribution fee is possible.
As it is, the producer would still need to find
$15m of the $28m required to produce and
release the film (20+1+7). The US presale cov-
ers the whole waterfall of US rights. The pro-
ducer must find $15m from the balance of rights
available as well as other financial sources. A
gap loan of 20% would yield $4m, then $11m
would need to be found from hard equity
investors and/or other co financing partners.
After paying out the gap loan, revenue from for-
eign investment is the main hope for paying out
the balance. 

Such a deal looks problematic as the US
Domestic Presale leaves the Foreign to carry a
large deal slice. The $15M net deal resources
required must seek recapture from linear per-
formance of the Foreign Revenue streams. The
gap loan is the ‘top money’ in the pile as it has
the first crack and the greatest chance of being
recouped, the rationale being that it represents
only $4m of $15m or 25% of the total to recoup.
Given that it is the first money out, statistically
it enjoys the best risk position, as there is a
higher probability the film will earn $4m than
the whole $15m required. The hard equity is the
bottom money in the deal, and the chance of its
full recapture diminishes as the amount of 
revenue needed to recover the whole amount
rises. Since the amount of distribution fees to be
taken out of foreign were not stated, the full
mission in net release revenues is yet to be
determined. Other unknown variables of partic-
ipations/deferment in distributors’ gross, to the
extent they were present, would also add to the
deal burden and the risk level the bottom money
in the deal faces.
If this deal is to stay in Hollywood, it needs
some help – either a better US advance or a
complete deal switch reordering the risk profile.

FINANCE AFM 2004

risk averse thinking 
comes in the intrinsic security 

found in the ability 
to contain deal risk

Choice of a particular nation 
creates exposure to savings or 
imposts in exchange rate costs

hard equity is 
the bottom money 

in the deal
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Take Two

The deal risk positions would look much
different if P& A money was sourced pri-
vately and given a return that was lower

than the distribution fee paid under a US full
rights advance deal. A lower distribution fee in
the US with no US presale but a partial split of
foreign rights to create the same deal finance
would lower the risks dramatically. The free
rights would be more diverse and create a lower
break-even point in net release revenue due to
savings in the US distribution fee even after fac-
toring a return to a P&A investor. This deal take
would lower the dollar amount of net release
revenue before distribution fees needed to make
everyone whole. On the numbers given this
would increase the chance of recoupment con-
siderably and on the same deal represent the
best risk averse strategy available.

RUNAWAY
HOLLYWOOD DEAL- 

Take One

Same deal different country. Enter a vanil-
la soft money subsidy. Here write in
Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Iceland,

or some US State. Depending on creative limi-
tations (let’s move it all to Australia), the budg-
et – due to cost savings in exchange rate, intra
national cost points, and a no full SAG deal –
saves 10% of $2m on the US cost after factor-

ing travel and offshore talent tax imposts. The
Australian production tax rebate of 12% of
actual spend covers 85% of budget and there-
fore creates a 10% cash soft money subsidy of
$2m. The net deal resources now come down
from $15m to $11m of which $4m is gap loan
top money and $7m hard equity bottom money.
If the deal is twisted as in the rent-a-distributor
deal with private P&A, this reduced level of net
deal resources after accounting for soft money
and budget reductions is to a risk averse thinker
only half as risky as a vanilla Hollywood deal.
Under most national programs, the deal will not
be hamstrung by local status and activity
requirements. If production values can be main-
tained, ultimate sale values should be the same.
The tricky part will be pulling $6m from the
same split rights pattern on a reduced budget. If
this can be done, then heaven awaits he who can
shuffle the cards of many budget numbers.
Notice how a hydra model view now starts to
etch out the viability of deal choices. If presale
values decline, the model would show the
impact and paint the fact that risk has not
declined to the levels desired. Such are the trade-
offs in a world of grey. The important fact is not
that the model is right, but that it highlights the
deal implication implicit in each deal choice.

RUNAWAY
HOLLYWOOD DEAL –

Take Two

Enter the soft money double dip of a co
production soft money subsidy combined
with the soft money wrap around no risk

tax shelter contribution twist. Now in English
co production deals (read in Canada/ UK or
Australia/UK or Australia/ New Zealand) where
in each case the first nation mentioned provides
a production soft money tax subsidy grant as
pictured above in Take One. Add to this a full
wrap around soft money tax shelter contribution
style deal provided in each case by nation two
that adds in each example about the same again
as the subsidy to the deal resource base.
Imagine this: soft money tax subsidy 10% + soft
money wrap around tax shelter subsidy of 10%
+ budget savings still at 10%. Now the Net
Delta of resources required to do the film is
down to $9 m from $15m, and the risk faced on
non-recapture of top and bottom money respec-
tively is down by more than half of the amount
in the initial vanilla Hollywood deal. The ideal
Hydra model would show that soft money tax
subsidy coming off the deal cost Net Delta
needed. Then show the soft money tax shelter
contribution adding straight into the producer’s
capital contribution to the deal. The resources
needed to provide a full wrap around to the tax
shelter investor would include all the presales
and hard equity in the deal, would be used to

secure the wrap around, and hence would trig-
ger the tax shelter gain. This is credited appro-
priately as a producer driven contribution to the
deal. Such deals due to their inherent complex-
ity resulting from fragile compliance criteria
often affect creative choice, ultimately touching
production value and potentially reducing ulti-
mate sale value. The world-wise know how to
assess such risks and, where they exceed the
value of all the soft money available, choose a
less complex deal option. The real difficulty and
risk in this deal model example is the challenge
of securing the tax shelter investor up front. If it
is left till later, deal adjusted risk rises.

RUNWAY
HOLLYWOOD DEAL-

Take Three

This is for the highwire guys a double soft
money tax shelter deal that incorporates
a co-production tax shelter plan spun

over two nations, one for the production tax
shelter and one for the distribution tax shelter.
Both deals are full wrap around requiring pre-
sales and hard equity to spin the initial deal and
then spin down the second. The deal contribu-
tion is about the same as that it in Take 2 but the
way the deal works is very different. To make it
all function, there needs to be two rather than
one group of investors, all of whom must be tax
compliant and deal protected via a full wrap
around finance structure. The complexity and
risk is much higher than in the last Takes but
still possible with the best examples being
Ireland/UK (see our article on The New Irish
Deal), and/or New Zealand/Australia, or either
relative to the UK. The net deal resources are
down to $9m split $4m top money and $5m bot-
tom money. The net releasing revenues required
before the bottom money is made whole, as in
the last Take, are now much reduced over the
initial vanilla deal. The contribution of tax shel-
ter driven soft money creates a producer risk
position where the deal benefits of an effective
subsidy are deducted from the producer’s deal
risk position. The producer has to provide the
wrap around and, in return for underwriting,
investor risk does not have to give away real
deal profit participation. For finding bottom, the
producer enjoys more risk but also more profit,
as deal perception filters would show when the
deal is adjusted for risk relative to return poten-
tial on safe soft equity as opposed to a return on
hard at risk equity.

Soft Money Incentives are devised to 
accomplish a number of national criteria 

for the benefit of a particular country.

If production values 
can be maintained, ultimate 

sale values should be the same
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RUNAWAY
HOLLYWOOD DEAL-

Take Four

The best deal for all deal participants – if
it can be done – is the soft money/hard
equity deal. Combining a soft money tax

subsidy, low profile cost budget with hard equi-
ty that is tax sheltered but not full wrap around
protected is the ultimate deal play. In this type
of deal real economic risk of hard equity is cov-
ered by real sales value in unsold rights and is
underpinned by a tax shelter protection but not
a tax subsidy mentality. In this model the soft
money subsidy reduces the net deal resource
cost, but the tax shelter spun over the hard equi-
ty reduces the investor’s net cost and is not in
this thinking seen as a de-facto producer contri-
bution that must be fully guaranteed. The value
of this to a producer is that under this model
nothing more than equity is at risk in the deal.

The producer does not have to use deal
resources to underwrite others’ risk positions.
The addition of real risk equity plus credit for
the tax shelter money going fully back to the
investor allows for more money being found in
ways that create lower risk profiles. Risk
assessment here would show a lower producer
risk position than the last Take, but at the price
of giving away real profit participation. The
hard equity investor if tax sheltered would
have the tax parachute deducted off the net
investment cost position which would be
adjusted for risk by the tax shelter aspect and
by the return relative to risk position enjoyed.
The critical deal point is that the amount of
bottom money hard equity required is greater
than the last deal, but it faces less systemic
risk. The real difference over the last deal take
is: who is taking that risk and who is getting
the return. Multi-Headed Hydra modelling
would highlight the last take’s subsidy style
contributions from soft money tax shelter feed-
ing into the producer’s net deal equity. On this
take, the impact of that contribution reduces
net investor risk rather than net producer risk
investment positions. The Hollywood mind
game thinking is directed not only at picturing
net per dollar adjusted business risk but also at
highlighting which deal fragments and which
deal participants face that risk.

RUNAWAY
HOLLYWOOD DEAL-

Take Five

Any of the foregoing models’ risk posi-
tion can be changed dramatically by
intrinsic deal fragment structuring. The

use of CGI or studio facilities may be funded by
deferments out of Distributor Gross or be slot-
ted in the tree of deal risk in other ways. In such
cases, deal risk profiles must be adjusted for the
flow on effects of such costs on the net release
revenues required to make all money in a deal
whole. The presence of such deals may not be
obvious, and it is a crucial deal skill to detect
their impact, if any, when their presence is not
mentioned.
Equally, tax shelter finance structures often cre-
ate hidden benefits such as the fact that raw deal
interest costs normally paid to hard money
lenders under such deals are often reduced. The
rationale for this comes in some deal forms such
as distribution style soft money tax shelters.
These often defer returns of investor money for
up to seven years to create the desired tax tim-
ing deferral. The value of such shelters lies not
only in the cash contribution they make but also
in the reduction of deal cost related to interest
and the financial glue they add to a deal if they
materialize. Again, careful account of such ben-
efits and how they feed the deal fragments of all
deal participants must be carefully monitored,
correctly perceived, and appropriately adjusted
for deal risk.

POSTSCRIPT

Risk can never be eliminated from the
Hollywood deal equation, but it may be miti-
gated by those who are aware of it.  In the
‘real world of the film financing circle of
players’, the wise long-term experience of
those who know the business is the only real
deal hedge. The numbers and trend of deal
relationships is vital, but the key is the expe-
rience used in the application of such think-
ing. Failure is a constant deal companion,
and often the most successful are no
strangers to it as it is the price of experience
in this business. 
The best any of us can hope for is insight how
to maximize our positions when playing the
game. To that end, The Business of Film 
continues this series of articles three times 
per annum. 
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